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ACT ONE

EXT. FAERYLAND WOODS - DAY

The BABBLING BROOK runs through the middle of moss and vine 
covered trees. 

A curled-up fern slowly opens... it grows. All the baby ferns 
in the area do the same.

Three balls of LIGHT zip over the ferns. 

Flower buds open to full blossom and vine leaves spread as 
the Lights fly over them in what appears to be a race. 

BOGA, 20’s, a small and timid goblin, peeks out from behind a 
tree trunk. He takes a deep breath then steps in the direct 
path of the on-coming Lights. 

Boga closes his eyes tight. He waves flag-like objects, 
fashioned from branches and leaves, high into the air, as 
fast as he can.

All the Lights bounce off trees and hit the ground in 
different directions. 

He turns to look behind him, one eye open. 

Breathless GIGGLES fill the flowerbed. Relieved, Boga hurries 
to the flowerbed... 

Spread eagle, hair full of leaves, dirt smeared across her 
face, FAY, 20’s, a very human-looking, full-sized faery, 
fights to catch her breath through deep laughter.  

BOGA
You know I hate it when you fly so 
fast. 

Fay laughs even harder at Boga’s worried expression.

FAY
It’s a race, Boga. How else would 
you have us fly? 

BOGA
Carefully! 

Fay pulls herself up. She looks down on the little goblin.

FAY
You worry too much.



MONTY, 12, a smaller and less-human-looking faery, flutters 
over to Boga and Fay. 

MONTY
Where’s Dee?

Panic falls over Boga’s face. He scans the flowerbed and 
calls for her.

BOGA
Dee! Dee!

A pink mop of hair pops up from under a dandelion. 

Boga sighs, relieved. He shoots Fay his best eyebrow-raised, 
that-was-too-close look. 

DEE, 7, a pixie, the smallest and youngest of the three, 
flies over and hovers between the others. 

DEE
Well... who won?

The three faeries stare at Boga. 

BOGA
I... I couldn’t say for sure. 

MONTY
You closed your eyes again?

BOGA
Maybe for an instant.

FAY
Boga! You promised. 

A DEEP ROAR is heard overhead. Dee looks up and sees TWO 
DRAGONS soar across the sky. 

DEE
Oh dear, dragons are heading west 
already. My pa will be furious if 
I’m late. 

Dee zips off, then zips back and flutters before them.

DEE (CONT’D)
Same time tomorrow?

Fay covers Boga’s eyes and nods. They all giggle. 

Boga pulls Fay’s hand down and stomps off.
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Fay chases after Boga.

FAY
Boga! We were just playing.

He turns back.

BOGA
Maybe I don’t like your games any 
more.

FAY
Well, what do you want to play?

BOGA
I don’t want to play, Fay!

She stares at him, taken aback. 

BOGA (CONT’D)
We’re not younglings anymore!

ARGANON (O.S.)
I should say not.

Fay and Boga spin around... 

PRINCE ARGANON stares down at them from upon his horse. 

Boga bows without hesitation. Fay manages a sloppy curtsey. 

FAY
Uncle.

ARGANON
Fay. What are you doing out in 
these parts?

FAY 
I was having tea with some friends. 
We were just on our way back.

Boga grumbles under his breath. She kicks him as she stares 
up at Arganon, with a smile.

ARGANON
The Queen wishes for me to inform 
you that your presence is required 
this evening.

FAY
This evening? You mean at the 
gathering?
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ARGANON
Of course.

Fay rolls her eyes and sighs.

ARGANON (CONT’D)
You will not disappoint your 
grandmother.

He examines her, disgusted by the dirt and leaves.

ARGANON (CONT’D)
And clean yourself up. You’re a 
mess.

She looks up at Arganon, her arms-crossed and jaw clenched.

FAY
Yes, Uncle.

He lifts his reigns to ride off, but turns back to face them.

ARGANON
Don’t bring your goblin.

Fay looks down at Boga, still bowed low. They share a look.

Arganon grins as he rides off. 

BOGA
I’m your goblin now, am I?

She stares after Arganon. Flowerbeds trampled, as he gallops 
off into the distance.

FAY
You know how he is. 

INT. FAY’S HOME - NIGHT

Fay stares at a painting of her parents as Boga attempts to 
brush out her long hair.

FAY
My life is over. 

BOGA
You’re too dramatic. It’s just a 
gathering. Have you ever actually 
brushed your hair? 
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FAY
She never requests my presence. She 
knows I hate the gatherings.

BOGA
I’ve heard they’re fun. 

FAY
They’re awful. 

Boga puts the brush down and crosses to the wardrobe.

FAY (CONT’D)
Come with me!

BOGA
No.

He holds out a gown.

FAY
Please? You’re my best friend. I 
need you.

BOGA
And I need to keep my head. 

FAY
I’ll hide you, like when we were 
younglings. 

BOGA
Fay.

She stares at him, eyes filled with tears.

FAY
I’m of age.

BOGA
I know.

Boga places his hand over hers. 

EXT. CASTLE GROUNDS - NIGHT

Fay dressed like the faery princess she is, stares at the 
castle from a distance. 

MUSIC is heard from within its walls. 

Fay takes a deep breath. She walks toward the entrance.
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INT. THE GREAT HALL - CASTLE - NIGHT

Exquisitely decorated, MUSIC fills the hall as FAERIES of all 
species, shapes and sizes dance, drink and brawl at the 
overly rowdy gathering. 

No heads turn as Fay enters. 

She takes another deep breath as she takes in her 
surroundings: a sword fight has broken out to the north, 
dancing is to the south, a drunken lot gamble over runes to 
the east and to the west... the HUMAN SLAVES rush about to 
ensure not an empty glass or belly is found.

MICHAEL, a human slave, spots Fay and rushes over. He holds a 
glass of drink out to her.

MICHAEL
My lady...

Fay refuses to acknowledge Michael’s presence. She looks past 
him and walks on, nose in the air. 

At a safe distance from the humans, Fay scans the room for a 
friendly face. Her eyes land on GERT, a perfectly groomed, 
snotty faery. 

Gert raises a brow as her eyes meet Fay’s. 

GERT
I don’t believe it.

With an overly wide smile and eyes filled with venom, Gert 
makes a bee-line for Fay.  

Fay instinctively takes a step backward as Gert approaches.

GERT (CONT’D)
Fay! What a surprise. No one 
expected to see you here, tonight.

FAY
Your father bade me. At 
grandmother’s request, of course.

GERT
Now, why, in all that’s good, would 
she want to see you?

Fay and Gert stare at each other, no love lost between them.

TIMMON, a strong and handsome faery, crosses to them.
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Gert’s demeanor shifts to pleasant and giddy. She giggles 
toward Fay, as if they were deep in a friendly conversation. 
Fay stares at her, like she is crazy. 

TIMMON
Pardon my interruption. I was 
hoping you’d honor me with a dance. 

Gert turns to Timmon, feigned surprise.

GERT
I would be delighted.

Timmon stares at Gert, flustered.

TIMMON
I meant Fay.

Gert and Timmon turn to Fay who stares at them, aghast.

FAY
What?

Timmon holds out his hand to Fay.

TIMMON
It would be an honor.

Fay stares at Timmon’s hand. Gert shoots her the evil eye.

THE QUEEN (O.S.)
Fay.

Fay snaps her attention toward the voice... 

THE QUEEN, shimmering and gorgeous with long white hair and a 
stature that demands respect.

Gert curtsey’s head bowed. Timmon bows. Fay looks to them -- 
Oh yeah. She manages a last-minute curtsey.

FAY
Great-grandmother. 

THE QUEEN
It’s been far too long since you’ve 
graced this hall.

FAY
Yeah... sorry.

THE QUEEN 
Walk with me.
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The Queen walks toward the archway and out into the long 
corridor. Fay hurries behind her.

INT. CORRIDOR - CASTLE - NIGHT

The RAGING PARTY is heard from down the hall as Fay and The 
Queen walk side by side. It’s empty, quiet, and dark here.

THE QUEEN
Tell me, how have you been spending 
your time?

FAY
Boga and I spend most of our time 
in the forest.

The Queen turns to Fay, brow raised.

FAY (CONT’D)
I know. But, I can’t help it. I 
feel alive out there.

THE QUEEN
You’re like your mother. I could 
never keep her from the forest 
either. Her passion for the land 
lives within you.

FAY
Really?

The Queen smiles. 

THE QUEEN
I’ve always liked that goblin. He’s 
been a loyal friend. 

FAY
Pretty sure he’d be surprised to 
learn you think so highly of him.

The Queen stops. She looks Fay dead in the eyes.

THE QUEEN
Loyalty isn’t easy to find. Keep 
him close.

Fay, taken aback, studies the Queen.

THE QUEEN (CONT’D)
Things are not always as they seem. 
Tonight marks the commencement of a 
new journey. For all of us.  
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She gently strokes Fay’s cheek, then walks on. Fay hurries to 
keep up.

The Queen stops before a grand door. With the wave of her 
hand the door swings open. 

THE QUEEN (CONT’D)
We have much to discuss.

The Queen holds her hand out. Fay, hesitant, walks through 
the open doorway.

INT. QUEEN'S STUDY - NIGHT

Fay enters, the Queen behind her. MUSIC and CHEERS pour in 
from the hall. 

As the Queen shuts the door, the distant celebration is 
drowned out.

Fay crosses to the shelves, full of collectibles from various 
adventures. She gently touches several items. 

FAY
I haven’t been in here since --

THE QUEEN
I know these last few years have 
been difficult.

Fay braces herself...

THE QUEEN (CONT’D)
You’re of age.

FAY
I know, but if I could have one 
more cycle I --

THE QUEEN
You are not the only being to 
suffer loss. It’s time for you to 
take your place.

Fay, angry, raises her brow and curtseys formally.

FAY
Yes, my Queen. 

THE QUEEN
Preferably without sarcasm. 
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The Queen crosses to her cabinet and removes a golden 
necklace with a crystal pendant. She holds it out to Fay.

THE QUEEN (CONT’D)
I’m sending you across.

FAY
What? No! 

THE QUEEN
Fay --

FAY
Those beasts killed my parents! Why 
would you send me over there?

The Queen waves her hand. 

Images are projected into the air: forests, waterfalls, 
rolling hills...

THE QUEEN
Our worlds have a symbiotic 
relationship. Neither us nor the 
humans can exist without the other.

FAY
You were the one who ordered the 
gates closed and the veil sealed. 

THE QUEEN
I reacted harshly. I was angry and 
hurt. We all were. I’ve come to 
realize, if the separation 
continues... it will destroy 
everything we hold dear.

FAY
Send Arganon.

THE QUEEN
I’ve chosen you.

Fay angrily brushes the tears from her face.

THE QUEEN (CONT’D)
It is my final command, Fay, that 
you journey across. You must save 
our world.

FAY
That’s insane. I don’t understand --
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A DEEP RUMBLING pounds through the room, it sounds like a 
trains slamming through the castle. 

Fay freezes, eyes wide.

The chandeliers sway overheard. The walls shake violently. 

FAY (CONT’D)
What’s happening?

Fay grabs hold of a column to steady herself while the Queen 
stands firmly in her place. 

THE QUEEN
I need you to give me your word.

SCREAMS and CHAOS are heard in the distant. 

Terrified, Fay scans the room.

FAY
We have to get out of here.

THE QUEEN
Fay.

She looks to The Queen.

THE QUEEN (CONT’D)
Your word.

A beam cracks and falls toward The Queen. 

Eyes-wide, Fay dives across the room toward her grandmother.

A split second before Fay can reach her, the beam strikes the 
Queen and crashes to the floor.

FAY
No! Grandmother!

Fay uses all her might to lift the beam off the Queen.

FAY (CONT’D)
Help! Somebody help me! Please!

The Queen looks up to Fay from beneath the weight of the 
beam. The shaking stops.

FAY (CONT’D)
Hang on. I’ll get help.

Fay moves to stand - the Queen grabs her hand and squeezes it 
tight... 
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Images flash before Fay’s eyes...

SERIES OF SHOTS:

- Faeryland castle, destroyed and burning.

- Human cities destroyed.

- Two men, with black rings, shake hands.

- A golden chalice snatched from a display.

- A herd of dead horses scattered across a field.

- REFUGEES, dirty and tired, file out of an American city.

- An official document is signed as REPORTERS take photos.

- An African American human, TROY, catches a basketball then 
turns and stares straight ahead, cold and detached.

BACK TO SCENE

Fay, overwhelmed, yanks her hand away. 

Blood drips down the side of The Queen’s head. 

THE QUEEN
Find the human. Only together can 
you stop it. Promise me, Fay.

Tears stream down Fay’s cheeks.

FAY
Grandmother, please, don’t go.

THE QUEEN
You must say it.  

FAY
I promise.

The Queen smiles, relieved. The color slowly drains from The 
Queen’s face until she’s grey.

FAY (CONT’D)
No... 

The Queen’s body collapses into a pile of dust. 

The dust lifts into the air and swirls gently around Fay 
before it flies away. 
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Devastated, Fay looks down at her hand: The Queen’s ring has 
appeared on her finger and the necklace lays on the floor 
beside her.

Fay instantly tries to remove the ring... it won’t come off.

Resigned, hands shaking, Fay slips the necklace over her 
head. She sobs.

INT. CASTLE - RUINS - NIGHT

Fay, bruised and bloodied, walks in a daze through the 
wreckage.

FAERIES scattered through the disaster. Many sit, shocked and 
in tears, while others work to help the wounded.

Arganon stands upon a collapsed wall as he speaks to the 
GUARDS below him.

ARGANON
Search under every stone. We must 
find her!

Guards scatter. 

Arganon spots Fay.

ARGANON (CONT’D)
Fay!

He jumps down from the wall and rushes over to her. 

ARGANON (CONT’D)
Thank all that’s good. Where have 
you been?

Gert, dress ripped, face bruised, hurries to her father’s 
side. She shoots Fay an accusatory look.

GERT
Fay was with Grandmother. I saw 
them leave the hall together.

ARGANON
(to Fay)

Were you with her during the quake?

FAY
The Queen is dead. 

Arganon and Gert stare at her dumbfounded. 
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Arganon quickly regains himself. He bows his head, then taps 
Gert’s arm. She follows suite. 

All Faeries stop what they are doing and bow their heads. 

Fay, stares at all of them, broken and devastated, then walks 
on alone.

Gert looks after Fay. She spots the ring on her finger. 

GERT
The Queen’s ring!

Arganon’s expression turns to rage as he sees it. 

ARGANON
Guards!

He points to Fay.

ARGANON (CONT’D)
Arrest her!

Guards race to surround Fay, weapons aimed. 

FAY
No! I didn’t do anything!

Boga, hidden beneath the bushes, watches as the Guards lead 
Fay away.

FADE TO BLACK.

END OF ACT ONE
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